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PROLOGUE

by Manuel Arranz



“Do not be and you will be more than all that is.”
 
Fray Juan de los Angeles,
Dialogues for the Conquest of the Kingdom of God
 
***
 
“A human being  is so much more humane, that is,
much more divine, the greater their capacity
for suffering, or rather, for
heartbreak.”

Miguel de Unamuno
The Tragic Sense of Life



CIORAN AND THE SPAIN OF DISENGAGEMENT

Cioran loved Spain. Any regular reader of his works knows
this, even in those in which he does not speak at all about Spain or
Spaniards.  Look at the subjects he frequents: mysticism,
beatitude, decadence, honor, melancholy, his love for
characteristically Spanish themes are always apparent, or subtly
manifest.  Cioran himself seemed to have a Spanish character, a
Spanish temperament.

“I loved Spain as the English travelers of the nineteenth
century, or like the noventayochistas. They loved, that is to say,
passionately, irrationally. They loved for their Vices, for their
defects, as pure as the others, they loved for their pride, by their
faith, because their decadence did not remember its splendor but
was itself a splendor of decadence. Nothing Spanish is alien to me.”
He said, and it would not be difficult to put together a large
anthology with his quotations about Spain and the Spanish.
Savater, who has the merit of having been the first to introduce
Cioran in Spain, back in the seventies, wrote on one occasion:

“Of all the countries of Europe, for Cioran, Spain is his
obsession, his limit and his hell. Reading to you, it is not necessary
that such a thing as Spain exists. In mysticism and blasphemy, in
fanaticism, in blood, impetus and hopelessness, in chance and
fatalism, we have the longest and deepest roots: we have brought to



the limit the experience of living, we have transgressed the limits…
Our punishment is our teacher.”

It is not the Spain of today, of course, that Cioran loved.  By
the time he fell in love with Spain, the Spaniards had suffered a
disappointment, a disappointment (what Spanish subjects! 
Sublime and ridiculous, the two extremes of the Spanish according
to Cioran; and let us not forget that the Spanish only reside in the
extremes). Spain has lost their charm for us, and the themes we
mentioned before, the mysticism, beatitude, decadence, honor, or
maybe does not seem any more to say anything to them. We
remember something they preferred to forget. But memory, as
Unamuno says, is not exactly consoling, it is not a faculty that is
exercised at will or convenience. Today perhaps he could no longer
write the phrase:

“All the Spaniards I met were a little crazy, but this madness
was real, it was not fake or literary …”

The case of Cioran is a unique case of emotive individualism
in philosophy. (Also very Spanish, by the way.) Cioran does not
build any philosophical systems, Nor does he rigorously
deconstruct them. Such a philosopher is a philosopher without
disciples or teachers. He himself is at the same time a disciple and
master of himself. And with good reason, Cioran feared more the
disciples, the followers, than the detractors, for they are those who



first corrupt a thought.  And when it comes to thinking about
corruption, any benign addition of a corrupt thought allows further
misunderstandings to multiply. Although we may call Cioran’s
mode of thinking asystematic, do systematic thinkers gain any
advantage from repeating a topic and a redundant error?  There is
nothing that Cioran does not pass through the sieve of doubt,
skepticism, and deep suspicion. No belief, no idea, no conviction
holds an exception to Cioran.  To put it in a more Cartesian way,
Cioran does not doubt by system, but doubts the system itself.  

 
“I have never understood how you can doubt by method,” He

wrote in his notebooks. Or saying with greater emphasis, “He does
not doubt, who is convinced of falsehood, even if it be utter
emptiness and without sense; for such a mind, there is nothing
outside it, there is no possible replacement, all alternatives are the
same alternative viewed under a different light. If there is a
destination, it has already been selected.  Look instead toward the
terminology of the defeated; that would be a new destiny.”

Cioran has been struck down (this is a very fair term in his
case) as Nihilistic, skeptical, pessimistic, mystical or cynical.
Obviously he is not just one of those things, but from a more
discerning point of view, he is in a sense none of them finally, or
even occasionally, all at once. Anti-philosopher, as he himself was
defined on some occasions, his work, one of the most lucid of the
century, occupies a place of exception. A work on the fringes of



philosophy, as he was a man on the margins of society, but
without renouncing one to the other and maintaining with both
strangers, strange relations, complicities.  He considered strict
definitions as the tomb of things, so he was hardly going to allow
himself to fit into any.  The mystic is the man in whom has ignited
the sentiment of Death, a feeling that for Cioran is the only
criterion that divides sharply all men in two irreconcilable classes.
All the other divisions and classifications are interchangeable, i.e.
one day the man can be in a certain class and the next day move to
another, even to the opposite class and remain the same man: but
his determinations do not change substantially, let’s say we
acclimate to each new situation. But the man who knows that he
must die and lives whilst keenly knowing it, versus the other who,
although he also knows it, lives as if he did not know it, ends up
living a different life.  Knowing death, keeping it at all times in
view, this type of person lives a life that paradoxically transmutes
the obsession with death into a frenzied obsession with life. And
this extreme passion for life, this frantic voluptuousness, is the
very essence of mysticism.

“I have the mystical feeling of my unworthiness and my
decay,” He wrote, in the notebooks. “The mystic cannot live in the
world, the mystic knows that reality is a creation of our excesses,
our exuberances of disarray; But neither can such a one live fully
outside it. Do you live on the sidelines then?  On the margins of the
world?”



 
That’s certainly how Cioran lived, factually and

metaphorically; Devoutly in a state of contemplation, a genuine
awe of existence, given over to irony to help stuff up the cracks
where a kind of dread was always leaking in.  From
disappointment to disappointment, for us, man disappoints—they
disappoint in their desires, their companions, even their sufferings,
which are always limited, absurd, or ridiculous; But it is humanity
en mass that supremely disappoints, since it has no purpose
whatsoever. When disappointment, that singular feeling that has
nothing to do with its plural or particulars, or even with the sum of
all of them, if that disappointment has been sincere, it is attended
to as the entire spectacle of one’s life.

 
“And the most immediate thing is to feel and love my own

misery, my own grief, to pity myself of even having a self; for
having attempted to love what I am or thought I wanted—Just that. 
And this compassion, when it is alive and superabundant, pours
from me to others, and from the excess of my self-pity, I sympathize
with my neighbors. The misery itself is so much, that the
compassion awakened in me is soon at a point of overflowing,
revealing this quixotic and universal misery, in all.” (Unamuno)

But disappointment is also the fruit of passion and not of
science, or reason, as might be presumed.  Science and reason
deceive, even when they tell the truth; perhaps especially when



they tell the truth, but they never disappoint. The disillusioned
one is not a disbeliever, nor an unbeliever, but someone who
believes in nothing, and consequently in the impossible.  The
passions are like pain, and like pain, creates its object. “It is easier
to find a fire fuel than to fuel what isn’t yet fire.” wrote Unamuno. 
Disappointment, the flames to which only the man who has waited
is exposed, that is, the man who has had hope, and hope in the
background is nothing more than a longing for faith, has only two
ways forward, two solutions: mysticism or nihilism.

And for Cioran, between the love that is suffering, which is
the pain and substance of life, and the joy that is a state of
satisfaction and conformity with the existence chosen, or having
been chosen by a feeling of love, has no other way than by the
heights, that is, mysticism. A mystic nihilist? Well one could be in
this case, accustomed to moving adeptly among the sharpest
contradictions. And the contradiction between desire and thought
was perhaps the one that tormented him most.  On the other hand,
nobody has spoken with more contempt of love than Cioran.
Supreme impossibility, compendium and summary of all
impossibilities; But let us remember that only the impossible woke
up his interest, that only the impossible tasks were worthy of
admiration.

Disappointment in turn distills bitterness, a noble sentiment
for Cioran, perhaps the only one who recognizes himself, because



laziness, boredom, are not feelings, they are his virtues and, above
all other virtues, the virtue maximum par excellence: Indifference!

For Cioran, indifference is one completely unsullied and
virtuous virtue, if it can be spoken thus, or rather the one virtuous
vice. More noble than all the virtues, distilled from doubt and
laziness, for Cioran the other common virtues are merely a catalog
of pathologies. Indifference is the only thing that preserves us from
fanaticism, sole cause of all the evils of man.  But it is above all the
indifference to reason, for passion does not ever cease to be
indifferent to Cioran. Actually, even if he does not say it with
these words, he prefers to call it illness; passion is what sustains
his writing and vice versa. “I have the passion of indifference.”

Between July 24th and August 28th 1966, Cioran does not
write anything in his Notebooks (presumably left in Paris). The
first annotation of that 28th of August 1966 says squarely:
“Return of Ibiza: only I am capable of this, what? Nostalgia?—the
privation: a private courage to despair. (Always the same!)”

 
November 19th of that same year (1966) writes: “I will have

to once decide to write ‘The Night of Talamanca,’ a project that I
abandoned shamefully.” On September 5th he had written:  “Sunset
in Ibiza, just in front of the sea, I experienced the feeling of absurdity
in honor or, if one prefers, of honorability.”  The Talamanca
Notebook consists of notes taken by Cioran in the Summer of



1966 in Talamanca, a small village in Ibiza.

“It’s the Testimony of a crisis.” Says his publisher Verena von
der Heyden-Rynsch, but the whole work of Cioran is the
testimony of a crisis, as the rest of his books show. It is not easy
to digest the knowledge and logic of unhope.  There are writers
who can be written about, even when their work is virtually
illegible, they are the majority, and others, however, a minority, to
which you can read them but you cannot write anything safe about
them.  Cioran is one of these authors. It is not just that they have
said the last word about his work, it’s that his work denies, refutes,
fulminates any comments made about it, one writes for example:
that Cioran’s thought is the most radical refutation of rationalism
or consolation philosophy. And one good day rereading him one
bumps into a passage that says, “I am in the background a
Rationalist…” And if you correct the phrase, strike Rationalism
and substitute it for Irrationalism, days later can be found a
passage with the phrase: “I owe to my Irrationalism my rare
moments of lucidity...” And most disturbing of all is that you
realize that he does not contradict himself, while you do. It is not
that he has exercised that right, inalienable to the opinion, to the
contradiction, but in his case he has considered it a duty. Man
considers that he has the right to contradict himself, to affirm and
deny the same things alternatively according to their convenience
or their caprice, or simply his memory, and yet he still has reason
on a pedestal and reverences the truth. Maybe because the reason



he has invented the contradiction, results from there being nothing
more contradictory than the true. His passions are impervious to
his convictions because neither the one nor the other is sincere,
they are nothing more than desires and opinions, and in most cases
not even their own. To that awareness that nothing we belong to is
what man can finally resign himself to, while another man can
resign himself to everything but nothingness. And the resignation is
a form of belief as belief is a form of resignation. Of course,
believing in nothing is a contradiction.  It only thrives, it only
fructifies, half done. The stock truths are more digestible by man
than the naked truth, which is usually indigestible:

“An excess of purity, of perfection, always has something
repulsive, false, hypocritical. The thought, when it persists in
reaching the bottom of things, is annihilated. We lack air in the
depths and at the summits the air is too pure. Going too far is
infallibly a proof of bad taste.” Says Cioran, “but go to the final
means to perish: nothing cannot tolerate itself.  A Nothing
confronted with anything, absurd thinking where there are thoughts
facing thought. (Nothing working on nothing says Hegel) Language
is used to think, but to think about language is a perversion. A
double perversion, when what is perverted is the original function,
both of thought and language.”

 
“I felt a funeral in my brain…” *
 



*citation by Cioran of his dear Emily Dickinson .. I might add
as Mademoiselle de Lespinasse: “In all the moments of my life…
Perpetual funeral of the spirit.”

 
-Manuel Arranz
(His above text translated from the original Spanish)



PREFACE

Cioran had three countries: that of his childhood, Romania,
the one of his language, France, his writing, and that of his soul,
Spain. With devastating lucidity worthy of That Century of Lights
that he loved so much, however, always remained very close to the
country where the mystical ecstasies and the notion of desengaño.
(Detachment.) They intoxicated his youth: Spain. A passion that,
from his first book, On the Summits of Despair, to his last
rehearsals.

“One after another, I have worshiped and hated many
peoples; never has it occurred to me to hate or deny the Spanish,
given the possibility, I would have liked to be...” writes Cioran in
the Syllogisms of Bitterness.

Spain represents for him, in confession, the emotion in its
pure state; But these are mainly relationships of Spain with God—
what else would fascinate this son of clergy, but Russia and Spain:
two nations pregnant with God. Other countries are satisfied with
a knowledge of him, but they do not carry him within. Among the
mystic Spaniards who Cioran reads and studies frequently, the one
that attracts him most is Teresa Of Ávila, in which the unique bull
of Spain’s mysticism most rages.



“So delicious, so feminine its sanctities. How she dares! 
Indiscretion of their sex to the same sky.” (Breviary of Rot).  But
next to this vertical adventure which represents the mystic. There
is another key to the understanding of the Spanish soul that
seduces Cioran: the desengaño. That baroque correlate, rich in
paradoxes, of the deception of the 18th century French. During an
interview with a Spanish journalist in 1983 Cioran confessed:
“What attracts me is the Non-European appearance of Spain, a
form of permanent melancholy. (...) This melancholy is a kind of
refined boredom, the feeling of an irrevocable exile…”  It was in V.
Valladolid, in the Casa de Cervantes, where Cioran had the
revelation of this national misery. An old woman, of vulgar
appearance, was looking at the portrait of Philip III: “A madman
Beckons towards me.” I said, and she: “With him began our decay.”
So, I thought, the Decadence is in Spain a current, national concept,
a cliché, a Official motto .. (The Temptation to Exist)

The affection that Cioran felt for this country, reinforced in
his numerous travels, particularly to Toledo, one of his favorite
cities, was also literary. On the Tragic Sense of Life, by Miguel de
Unamuno, Was for a long time one of his bedside books. And when
in 1958, directed for a short time a collection of essays in Plon, one
of the first books he published was The Views of Ortega y Gasset
El País of 13 November 1983 with the heading “The lighthouse and
the guide of an entire generation” and “For the smallest details and



passions unchained.”  In Short, as a result of an encounter, in the
Café del Flore, with the philosopher and poet Maria Zambrano,
spiritual daughter of Ortega y Gasset, of which he has left us a
touching portrait in exertional exercises, and a long conversation
with her on Utopia and the Golden Age, Cioran would write in
1960, (History and Utopia). Also collected in the interviews libo
Cioran ions Conversations (Tusquets 1996), where one can also
read an interview with the author, Verena von der Stink-Rynsch,
friend and translator to German Cioran, who is due to produce also
an anthology of his Notebooks (Tusquets 1977). The Notebook of
Talamanca is found neither in the anthology ed, or full notebooks
published by Gallimard in 1995; although some of the issues and
memories of Cioran reappear in these editions.

Mysticism and disenchantment also constitute the leitmotif of
the Notebook Talamanca, as well as the passion for music. This
Notebook was written during the summer of 1966 in Talamanca, a
town located on the island of Ibiza. It is the testimony of a crisis,
crisis of such intensity that the later Notebooks refer to it as the
Night Of Talamanca.

-Verena Von Der Heyden-Rynsch



TALAMANCA NOTEBOOK
Ibiza, 31 July 1966.

Tonight, at 3, completely awake. Impossible to spend more
time in bed. I’ve been going for walks.  Shore of the sea,
accompanied by the most somber thoughts. And if I throw myself
from the top of a cliff? I came here for the sun, and I cannot stand
the sun. Everyone is dark, but I will continue white, pale.
Meanwhile, I gave myself away to all sorts of other reflections. 
Bitter.   Looked at the pines, the rocks, the waves. By the moon, I
suddenly realized how much I was tied to this beautiful and
damned universe.



***
In the Gospel of Thomas, they are asking where can we find

salvation, Jesus responds: wherever there are no women ...
Agnostic answer: where there are more women!



***
Ibiza, August 1st.  Last year, I borrowed his turntable and I

had heard an album that I loved. It was a Spanish tango, the most
heartbreaking thing there is. Back in Paris, I tried to remember the
rhythm and the melody. Impossible. A year later, I find myself in
the same home. The day after my arrival, during the siesta, I have a
dream in which I listen to a tango. When I woke up, I had found
my tango again.  Ibiza! I sleep on average, and nap included, from 9
to 10 hours at day. I have such a delay in sleep, that I would need
to sleep the double to recover the time lost in insomnia.



***
In the order of the spirit, any production made without

necessity is a sin against the spirit. The writer as such is in sin, a
mortal.  Every principle of an idea coincides with suffering. 
Preferably secret.



***
I no longer write, because at the moment, I do not feel the

need to be a writer, and say so, because while I have all the defects,
I do not have to be a writer.



***
I have lied in my life as much or perhaps more than anyone;

but I think I have been sincere in my writings. I am even sure of it. 
Even I believe, like the agnostic Basilides, that humanity must
return to its natural limits, returning to a universal ignorance,
authentic signal of redemption.  It is necessary for man to
overcome knowledge, to renounce the adventure of knowledge/self-
consciousness.

This is what Philosophoumena says about redemption in the
System of Basilides: “When everything has been definitively
fulfilled, when all the confused seeds have been ripped off and
returned to their place of origin, God will extend an absolute
ignorance about the whole world, so that all the beings that
compose it remain in the limits of their nature and want nothing
alien or better; Because in the world, there will be neither mention
nor knowledge of what there are in the higher worlds, so that souls
cannot desire what they cannot possess and that desire does not
become for them a source of torments; Since that would be the
cause of its perdition.” (Vii, 27)

When will people recover their primitive ignorance. 
Redemption by knowledge, is overcoming knowledge.  The
remorse again. My sterility experienced here, whose gravity I
perceive even lower under this universal sun of Ibiza.



***
A Frenchman asks the following question to a Swedish trade

union delegate:

“What can a worker still want in Sweden? The worker has
everything, and cannot want anything more”

The delegate responds:

“Yes, but you can ask for a second bathroom.”



***
Lucifer had been adopted by God: his pride grew so much

that it ended up rebelling; According to the Cathars, Jesus had also
been adopted; This new Lucifer, unable to fall should, humbling
himself to the human condition, correct the sinister effects of the
first adoption.



***
My vision of the world would not have been different had I

lived in a warm country. It would have been only less virulent,
because most of my evils have as origin the cold (rheumatism,
rhinitis, phlegm).  In Ibiza, the difference between the stations is
minimal. Winter does not seem much more than a slight
recrudescence of autumn.

Now, I have observed that the change of the seasons acts in
me, in my depths, which alters my very being. Every season makes
me a different person; Spring makes me think of suicide—same as
summer—or again, the temperature variations in the North; to live
there is for me an ordeal that is aggravated by age. My dream as
always: to live in a country with minimal climate, but I realize that
I will never do it.



***
Only one thing under this sky has taken on a unsuspected

dimension: my melancholy. Would that it had absorbed and
transformed the affected part of my other anomalies, so that what
would have gained on the one hand, would have lost more than
enough for the other.   (Leopardi lived under a sky similar to this
one)



***
6th of August. I had an endless dream: it was a nuclear war

between America and China. Never while being awake, could I have
conceived of such a vision, nor more frightening details,
magnificent: a hellish splendor. The entire future was unfolding
there, in my head. The ancients were right in attributing a
prophetic value to dreams: all our secret fears are projected on
them, all clairvoyants know our fears.



***
Every revolution expires, since it is made with outdated ideas.

Ideological waste. Socialism fascinated the spirits of the century
past; It was held at the time by its abstract content, and has been
overcome. The man of action, and particularly the revolutionary, is
always behind in the spirit.



***
The car, the airplane and the transistor: with the arrival of this

trinity came the disappearance of the last vestiges of the earthly
paradise. Every man who touches a motor shows that he is a
reprobate.



***
What is the difference between being read by one thousand,

ten thousand or one hundred thousand?  Or between having one
reader, or all the readers of the five continents? 



***
I have in common with the Devil, a negative mood, eternal

foundation of anxiety. Like him, I am bilious by divine decree ...



***
An Englishwoman, impassioned by Talleyrand. We spent the

afternoon trying to translate his words into English. A homework
practically impossible.  It would be necessary to know perfectly
all languages and above all rethink every word to find the exact
equivalent.

The Englishwoman in question, a young woman of 25 (?),
perhaps even more young man than woman, had read the
biography by Duff Cooper: result, she became a Talleyrand junkie.
She is in love with her cynicism. Perversity or will of
independence? Vice or instrument of emancipation?



***
Bits and pieces of ideas: As Benjamin Constant says of the

ingenuity. Indeed, wit kills the idea, the problem, the question. 
This is the most harmful habit that can be acquired. There is an
automatic ingenuity to flee like the plague what is necessary.
Health if you can get it. Wit is a weakness, especially when it is
premeditated, I mean, exploited.



***
August 8th. I got up around 4 am and went to stroll along the

seashore. I sat on a rock waiting for daylight. When it began to
clear, the light did not come from above, but from the surrounding
rocks, as if hidden behind them and I waited for the morning before
leaving. This transfiguration of matter, so beautiful, so unreal, made
me forget the bitter reflections with which my insomnia usually
starts. In the landscapes we love, our weaknesses take on another
aspect.  Here, insomnia is not an evil, but only a certain
impossibility.



***
Endura: an accepted form of ritual suicide by starvation

among the Cathars: If left to die of hunger, the initiate was to
precipitate the liberation of the captive soul by matter.



***
My passion for what I thought were discoveries has made me

neglect the elementary rules of prudence; And since I have not
deprived myself of the habitual satisfactions of their inventors, it is
fair enough to experience disappointments as well. Hume (?)



***
Same fight as always to sleep. Today, hangover. I’ve come up

here to check something I already knew before leaving, that in fact I
have always known, namely: that I cannot bear the sun, that it
makes me damaged; and which is even an enemy in my dreams.



***
On my return I will have to choose between writing an essay

on anxiety or that of redemption, two projects between which I am
debating for months.



***
Being as I am, longing all year for a vacation, when the actual

vacation comes, it comes with more reality of the void, still done
in, in that I live: Now a vacuum in the second degree, a void of
which one is aware at all times, the official emptiness of my
existence. 

A Dream. Erwin Reisner writes: “Although I am 76 years old,
I have the longings of a young man of thirty, with which I think to
marry soon, after divorcing my wife, with whom I have lived fifty
years. I’m going to Paris with my new young wife. Make her learn
French and I’ll work. I’ll give her classes. Look at her with an air
of rapture, etc., etc. Not even a moment, in that dream, I wake up,
I’ve found it endless, as long as the night.”

I’ve brought to mind the idea that Reisner is dead. It happens
to us often when we dream that we correct errors, we tell
ourselves: This Is impossible. But the fundamental error, the error
that makes us take the dead for living, we never get to repair it.

(In that case, except in some details, the story that my dream
Borrowed from Resiner is exactly that of E. I.; A curious
substitution?  Why camouflage?)



***
In running from my responsibilities, I have put all my

ingenuity.  Compatriots whom I had not seen for twenty-five
years, or whom I saw for the first time, I have observed with what
insistence they refer to destiny. Every time it is important for them
and for the country, that is, whenever it comes to their failures. By
way of which for them has not changed anything because nothing
could change. This continuity in failure, which is the great heritage
of my country, makes me feel united to them in spite of
everything: it would be ridiculous to deny the origins of which I
feel so close and to whom I have professed a fidelity: All the more
bitter as it was unconscious.



***
Borges: A doer, a Paulhan succeeded. All your points are

starting to sound literary, or worse: bookish. He was made to
succeed in France, where he likes above all the procedure, the trick,
the false.  Borges or the universalist of cunning.

The man who will suspend his judgment on all things, has not
been born yet, it is said in a text about Hume.

... I would like to be that man, that case impossible, that
unborn.  The idea of the eternal return is in Nietzsche not more
than a crazy thought, at best, an inspiration; and so it becomes a
pure aberration for Heidegger who wants to see in it the central
thought of Nietzsche.



***
August 10th.  I’ve spent all day in bed. Having the old

obsessions, the feeling that nothing is possible for me.  Wherever I
go, my evils accompany me. That is the capital gift of my
existence. It would even precede me my wrongs, clearing the terrain
so that it can be unhappy without difficulty, without obstacles.
Yes, if I was transported to Paradise, the phenomenon would be
repeated ineluctably. 



***
August 15th.  All afternoon I’ve been thinking about Keats in

Rome. By how much comes from changes of scenery, but I cannot
change destiny. And a bad sign for me, I still have not managed to
resign myself to my own ills, despite all my efforts in that sense,
and all my theories about it. It exasperates me; fed up with myself,
I am continually regretful, as if it were possible to have another
self, or modify the circumstances. Suffering quietly is a secret that
I aspire in vain to own and without which the temperaments like
mine are doomed to hell.



***
When a philosopher speaks of language I do not read it: when

he is a writer, I throw away his book. In France, it can be said that
every man who writes is fascinated and paralyzed by this problem.
It is not what you think about the language that interests me, but
the use you make of it, your language, your own instrument and
not a reflection on the instrument. 



***
Now distress for no reason. I mean echoes of some crisis you

were in, yet through it now, and for which you did not see the
reasons, is the result of very certain states that would have
justified the anguish at that moment, but, strangely, they are not
provoked then; but later it causes pain to oneself and I’m puzzled
because you do not arrive to understand its origin.  (All this is true
and not true.)



***
I have not met any enjoyment I have not had to expiate one

way or another.

(I have atoned for all I enjoy, I paid for pleasure. I am at peace
with my luck, I set all my accounts with God )

So little as to as relocate, for much to change about the world,
but again, I always find myself with the same.



***
Play with the wavering wind of poetry, it is poetry.



***
If you want to understand everything, we must also

understand the executioner. And even forgive him. The outrage no
doubt, is a non-philosophical state.



***
It is in the too beautiful landscapes in which one feels more

strongly; regrets all his rottenness in dragging the corpse around
with himself.



***
August 11th.  Unrelenting insomnia. I went out for a walk at 3.

Eastern climate decidedly not for me; sea bathing unnerves me.
This island, which I loved so much, is not my type...



***
Tonight, to comfort myself for not being able to sleep, I have

said that if I had been awarded the dreams others have, I could not
have been contemplating these trees against the sky with waves in
the background, or perceive so acutely the feeling of my disparity
with other beings, my total solitude among them.

I also thought that my dramas come from my aspiration to
love.  Or at least to live like everyone else; and my disability, my
inability rather to get it. When you have nerves, stomach, liver
fucked up, and could easily add to the list, one does not come out
of his hole where he is safe from the sun, wind, sea—all strenuous
things if I enjoy them. And unfortunately that’s what I tried to do,
with my incorrigible stubbornness.



***
My first thought when jumping out of bed in the middle of

the night was going to throw myself into the sea from the cliff top.
But the night was perfect and unblemished; night has simply filled
me.  Ibiza gives me so little result, like listening to a kind of
Valdemosa Chopin.  With nerves like mine, I should not leave the
north. The heat brings to the surface all my weaknesses.



***
A boy of eleven, during a dinner: “The bread is hard. Have

you no butter? I do not like nuts. Where’s the vinegar?  The cheese
is good, etc., etc.”

The boy, I forgot to say, was English.  Only children and fools
do not know how to lie.



***
In the middle of every night, a hole opens before me.  A

mason built Ibiza, that ten years ago, before the invasion of
tourists, showed a people who were friendly, affable, inviting you
to eat in their homes, leaving the door open day and night; Now,
the homes are closed with a key, the people have become selfish—
I’ll use the most direct word, and they have become sullen and
suspicious.  They eat better . But to live better, to be more happy,
that’s not safe. Previously they earned little, but neither had needs;
today their needs are many and have to meet them. Because they
work more than before, they are tired, exhausted, but, like the
tourists, cannot sit still. The silence has disappeared from the
island: night and day, the noise of the planes that cross above,
listening as they depart, this is the price that the natives pay for
the privilege they have obtained from gorging.

The ravages of civilization are so obvious that I’m ashamed to
continue pointing them out.



***
An English speaker is rightly critical of the staccato sentences

of Joyce. It is this staccato style, these broken sentences, put each
upon another, as if it were a show.  He makes it so painful to read
him...



***
August 14th.  Tonight, I have been very attentive to the

crowing of the cock. I felt so sincere, so full of enthusiasm, I can
hardly imagine not directing anyone to sing for him alone. Clearly
this bird has something to communicate, although their register and
pitch is always the same and does not seem to change formula.  It
does not matter! Such conviction must correspond to some reality
and translate some message. I cannot believe that it is simply a
vocal exercise. 



***
“Oldest of the old, most ancient among the ancients,” –this

expression of the Zohar is the best thing ever said about God.

The cabal is an irritating subtlety; kind of esotericism in which
it is hard to believe. What is sought in the mystical is depth, not
abuse.

Speculation: the proliferation of mysteries, that un-breathable
backroom atmosphere, makes Jewish mysticism interesting, but
impracticable, strange, distant.

Dizziness, a vulgar word for designating a fit of melancholy.



***
August 14th.  A moment ago, as I climbed my way home, I

heard a popular song on the radio, and the nostalgia it gave off to
hear, or what I saw in it, has brought me to tears. In Spain,
nostalgia is at home, life is here crossed by an undercurrent of
sorrow and heart-rending cries, of singing melodious laments and
cries. In Europe, you can only find such everyday nostalgia in
Hungary.

“We made a portrait of him, so he can find your body more
easily on Judgment Day” (Lichtenberg)



***
Last night, sleep as usual. For fear of not being able to go back

to sleep, I’m quickly put out by my fickleness, all thoughts, every
principle of an idea.  For the idea formulated, the net idea is the
worst enemy of sleep.

All religions have given an inordinate importance to man: why
they have enjoyed such great credit.

According to the Zohar: “In time when conception takes place,
the Holy One, whose name is blessed down here sends a form to the
likeness of man to  imprint  his divine seal. This form assists carnal
union, and if the eye could see what happens at that time, would
receive over his head very similar to a human face image, and
image is the model from which we are procreated. While it has not
fallen among us, sent by the Lord, and that has not been above our
head, procreation does not occur; for it is written: And God created
man in his image. And is the first to greet our arrival in the world;
it is what develops in us as we grow and with they who leave the
earth…” (Zohar)



***
What sense can anyone have of the idea of redemption?

Trying to read the book of Philip Mainländer: Die Philosophie
der Erlösung.

Please meditate on anything except about language.



***
I cannot concentrate on anything, everything bores me,

everything invites me to dispersion. In return, I am interested in
many things but to no particular end, except perhaps boredom.

I’m a freak dissipated, who has squandered and sprayed his
obsessions. It could be a great curiosity, this incurable
temperament.

Since we do not know how long we still have to live, the duty
of each to himself requires no more than what enters deeply into
our being. Nothing worth researching but the investigation of
oneself above all. What do we care about others! Our problems 
cannot be resolved by the problems of others, only we can solve
those reserved for us. Moreover, there is nothing down here
already decided that anybody can try to know other than where
you are in relation to yourself.



***
August 16th.  Atrocious night. This climate does not suit me.

Bathrooms, sea, wind, heat, all contribute to rekindle my evils, to
whip them, to remand them to my conscience. I went out for a
walk, at about five, by the shore and the cliff. And once again the
charm of this landscape has taken effect.  How lucky I am to suffer
in such a context! Our sufferings need compensation, and there is
nothing sadder than enduring in a decoration alone.



***
If we could experience a secret voluptuousness of

nothingness, whenever summoned, that no case for us is done, or
complete, we would have the key to happiness.



***
After a sleepless night, here I am confined to my house,

fearing to face the sun, waiting for night to come once more,
regrettable exercise; To have come all the way here for a result like
this!



***

Lying down, I close my eyes.  I see an abyss that opens
vertiginously, like an endless pit that deepens, looking into a kind
of uncontrollable water, which widens itself with hallucinatory
speed, and I’m dragged into this movement; delirium of simplest
cosmogony, a birth-giving abyss indefinitely itself. That is what
the word abyss (abgrund?) means i.e. identifying with the very
principle of manifestation and generation of foundations
themselves.

Awareness with this origin: We win only what we lose to our
consciousness of existence.  What in our problems cause us to lose
in terms of being, we gain in consciousness. The void where our
weaknesses arise in our being is filled by the presence of
consciousness, what can I say? Emptiness is consciousness itself.



***
We should not change climate but stay where we are, at the

risk of getting bored. What good is the picturesque if I’m paying to
sleep through it?  (What good is it if we lose the picturesque in a
dream?)

I only recognize a certain firmness in style. And yet, firmness
is the product of work, not temperament. For there is nothing more
weakened by nature than rigidity. I’ve looked into the matter
thoroughly, finding always, temperament more durable than style,
or at least before it.

Chekhov is the great specialist in miniature novelties, the
ironies of life…the tragicomic is undoubtedly the most appropriate
way to translate the essence of the everyday. But, in literature, the
tragicomic is of extreme difficulty, it has to do with details whose
dosage requires flair and accurate touch.



***
The role of the “Word” in cosmogony. God speaks and things

are made. This is a vision of a literary universe, that only a day-
dreaming Homo sapien could conceive. We would prefer if the
ramblings of cosmogony had their source in some otherworldly
creature, that actually moves.



***
Those moments where we have a terrible desire to be alone,

because we are confident that, face to face with ourselves, we will
be able to find and express strange, unique things, unheard; and
then disappointment as great as our hopes, when one is alone at
last and nothing comes out of that loneliness as expected.



***
Everything in me is true and in keeping with the timidity of

my youth, that’s where I’d say it comes from, I suppose. Should
you question who I am, you’ll see introversion in the best sense of
the word.  Without that methodological, compulsive labor of
shyness, what would you find in me?  It’s my respite from the
world, as well as a well-spring of shame. Everything I felt in my
youth, related to that individual character, suffering in shyness!
And now, all those sufferings redeem me in my own eyes.

(The other day I remembered a capital and particularly painful
moment in my adolescence; I secretly loved a girl of Sibiu, Cela
Schian, she must be fifteen; I was sixteen. Not for anything in the
world would I have dared to speak to her; my family knew hers; I
could have found occasions to approach her. But that was well
beyond my strength. For two years I lived as one tormented. One
day, around Sibiu, in the woods, where I was with my brother, I
saw this girl with a male schoolmate, the most unfriendly of all.
That was for me an almost unbearable blow.  Even today hurts.
From that moment, I decided I had to end my revelries; that this
agitated fit was unworthy of me.  I began to distance myself from
the girl, to gently despise, and finally to hate her.  I remember a
time when passing the couple, I was reading Shakespeare. I’d give
anything to remember what work. Impossible to remember. But
that moment decided my career, decided my future.  Then followed
years of complete solitude. And finally I became what I had to



become.)

Perhaps it is best not to explain, not to give yourself the key
to ones being, the formula of your destination. Others who seek
some explanation of me might believe that it is worth looking for
her.  Preposterous!



***
I promise myself, once back in Paris, to write every day at

least a page about anything, if only to keep my spirit on alert.



***
In relationships between people there is only one thing that is

a crime, the crime of indiscretion. Insistence on anything is a bad
sign.  What indelicate depths! Whatever fits too tight will
precipitate a tragedy.

More reprehensible than skepticism—the will. Yet, by the
will alone, perhaps, is the skeptic hero made tragic. (Audience in
conspiracy with the instinct and not the mind?) And yet, there is
in skepticism, a note of tragedy pushed too far—He was stubborn
even in doubt. 



***
August 18th. When the anxiety starts to fixate, rather, when it

begins, the impression is that nothing can stop it, and you will
have to suffer until the end and that end is somehow out of the
world.

This tiny life that has been given us to develop and be
exhausted, and then not worth discussing thereafter…



***
August 19th. Tonight I’ve been thinking about two specific

schoolmates, children of peasants, extremely poor: one of them
ended up healing people and the other followed a military career.
Are you still alive?  I do not know what has made me think of
them; it is an inexplicable feeling; and in high school I had drawn
my attention to them: they both knew everything without need to
study. They were equally good in all subjects, quickly they
understood all the details of science and perfectly remembered all
kinds of insignificant details the teachers spoke. They were no less
gifted for languages, although neither of them had the slightest
literary talent. They had the gift of namely everything that could
be learned, and learned with no effort.  I, who had only
qualifications for literary digressions, very much envied them. 
When thinking about them, one would be inclined to unearth a
theory of reminiscence: it seems that they remembered everything
they knew, since nothing cost them the least effort. Napoleon, who
fought sixty battles, said that in the past, he had not learned
anything not already known  from the first, on the art of war. My
colleagues were in the same case.  The first day I came into class,
newly arrived, they seemed to know everything there was to know,
i.e. that it was no more than to remind them what they had in
them; but what is learning, in the positive sense of the word, not
that they did not learn, they just never seemed to have to lower
themselves to the task of it.



***
Make a two-day trip to get away from Paris, and I’m already

wanting to meet up again with my radio, my transistor radio, etc.,
etc., with all that I hated to leave behind.  If there’s one thing I
really distinguish in myself, it’s my unlimited ability for getting
tired of everything.

The joy of living. It disappeared with the arrival of noise. The
world should have been over fifty years ago; or better yet, fifty
centuries.

Here it’s like Thomas Mann’s Novel, The Magic Mountain;
Out of time, as Hans Castorp.  Identical days, the inevitable sun,
produces a sense-identity, a happy monotony in the consciousness
of becoming, which somehow volatilizes. Nothing likely to pass:
eternal fall of light, itself ever the same: The day, and its stationary
course.



***
Borges cites no references (or dates, nor places, nor

anything).  The title of a book of Fechner: Vergleichende Anatomie
der Engel. Obviously worth noting what he has read, even what he
has seen. I’ll have to check on arriving in Paris. Does Borges’
development do the same as psychologists suggest in their
manuals? It could be that there had been in his life several stages. 
It seems to me unlikely. But you never know.

Borges rightly says that Pascal is interested less in God than
in refuting the arguments of those who deny him.

In the background, Pascal had the debaters temperament. All
his work is more or less a disguised attack. (This is why I like him
so much!)



***
August 20th. Funeral dream. A woman (what woman?) Had

just died. We put her in the coffin. My mother (My God) helped;
with some scissors cut a huge fish...

In dreams the sun is not seen; in contrast, the dead abound,
especially their heads. Why this injustice and this aberration? 



***
Having genius means to digest influences while losing all

footprint and trace of them.



***
In my critical fashion: Sulkiness prevents any overflow,

makes a soul into a ghetto.  (I’ve lived too long as a parasite of my
moods.)



***
An English girl of eight years—her sentence on seeing a

shooting star: “No I would like to be near a shooting star.”



***
I still cannot imagine clearly what turn my essay on

redemption should take. (I have to read Mainländer, rereading E.
Von Hartmann and I’ve become too (emotionally?) agnostic to dive
into the work.)



***
August 22nd.  R.B., the fashion critic, his bovine head; I just

remembered, for no reason, the letter he sent me in response my
preface about de Maistre. “No I haven’t read anything from you ....
I thought it was a more modest rate.  There is nothing worse than
pride concealed under a cow’s face; frankly, frankly…not very
forthcoming…affected impertinence, rather than with those who one
considers lower. Any other frankly…in relations literary…I dont
know.” You can be distinguished from rudeness or provocation.
Nobody has the right to say what he really thinks of an author
unless they admire his work.  But how many authors can you
admire?

Those who think suddenly, for no apparent reason, are those
who have flattered or humiliated us at some time in our lifetime.
They are the only ones of which we remember many years later,
even when they have totally disappeared from our horizon. 

Unexpected anguish at the thought of leaving Talamanca. In
fact, Paris and anguish, for me, are the same. I would never go to
them, when happiness still seems conceivable.

(In all objectivity, I must admit that I would have had this
sensation regardless of the imminent departure. Indeed, the idea of
leaving has not done more than give a concrete content to my
empty desolation. In fact, it may well be that anxiety was simply a



desolation looking for a pretext to justify it.)

Anxiety occurs as a devalued anguish. In fact, it is more
virulent than the anguish; but the prolonged air in which it is given,
is more modest, but also more terrible, because it may recur at any
time, while anxiety, more pretentious, only manifests on great
occasions.

Unfortunately this place is too beautiful to leave without a
tear producing sensation.  The danger of living in a beautiful world
too. Unbundling vexation. Moral desengaño: As when one leaves
behind the human race; when one has no rivals, because he lives
outside the current values. The self dissolves in Paradise or
anything like it.

Perhaps it was in order to be saved, that Adam did what he
did. He feared his ruin, the happiness.

There are ideas that have some weight only if one has the
good taste not deepen them; as you want to develop, explain, give
a foundation, crumble and expose its nothing.



***
August 23rd.  X—a rapturous quality to his philosophy,

imagines that thinking is a kind of wonder.  Never newly discover
defects, accumulating in the background, of those we believed in.

The literary passion is for him above everything. X— is
unable to pay you back for a beer, no; you just pay it for him the
same; X—is willing to spend a considerable sum to publish a novel
into a virtually unknown and fraudulent publisher. And all just to
see your name on the cover of a book! For it is not so naive to
expect to succeed. But you never know! Without a strong dose of
illusion, how would he take part in the venture with their money? 
(All this is pure evil. It should rather be pitied; those who are
capable of such weaknesses, instead of just making fun of him.  We
should instead reveal the weaknesses of others with a tone of
compassion…always compassion…the only thing you can never
have enough of.)



***

In two days I will be in Paris, back to sorting, filing, and re-
arranging my anguish...

The horror of the future is cured only in these islands where
time has arrested, where there is only the present, if it can even
exist.  What distinguishes a thinker from a writer is that only the
thinker picks up the pen when there is something to say.  (I just
make a wish rather than a finding.)



***
Right people dislike me on the right, and those of Left on the

left. In fact, for one man to the Right, I am too left, and for a man
of the Left, I’m called right.  It was a pleasant deal: to both, I
lacked a conviction.  Blacks in America, Jews everywhere are
people with such a susceptibility that one would have to be a
genius diplomat like Talleyrand for how to address them without
offending them. 



***
Should elaborate a formula—of the type that everyone could

say at the time of his death: the time has come OR I also must die
… The first is too vulgar, the second too proud.

Everything that does not go directly to the essence of things is
journalism. I feel horror to inflate something, and I horrify those
who delight in it. One way to tell the difficulty I encounter is to
try and read whilst still writing anything.



***
What scares me in the idea of coming back from holiday is the

prospect of finding in the mail an envelope with a dire note from a
friend or a relative.  I have noticed that friends tend to die during
the summer vacation.



***
August 24th.  Talamanca.   Go one last time to contemplate the

mill into sunset. Nobody around. Silence. The sky and the sea. 
Ibiza in front. I whispered softly some Hungarian lamentations—
all lamentations seeming to harmonize with landscapes.

Living far from the Mediterranean is a mistake.  How I could,
for some time now, sacrifice this, to my prejudice for the north?
All my sense of longing, my tragic un-fulfillment—or say rather,
nostalgia, seem to originate here.

I have always felt reverence for what I needed (like my
passion for Germany).  I have always distrusted those who
resemble me. Traits like ingenuity, force, sentimental crap
[nonsense], kindness; I detest feverishness, duplicity, versatility,
etc.,—defects, all of them!—I understand from within.

-E.M. Cioran
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